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ANALYSIS: 43% JUMP SINCE START OF PANDEMIC
  An ongoing shift to pickup and delivery orders helped propel 
a rebound in U.S. online grocery sales in March, reaching a 
peak for the past year, according to the latest Brick Meets 
Click/Mercatus Grocery Shopping Survey.
  Brick Meets Click said last week that online grocery sales 
came in at $9.3 billion for March, up 16.3% from $8 billion 
in February and matching the record $9.3 billion total in 
January. Month to month, pickup and delivery sales grew 
16.4% to $7.1 billion in March, while ship-to-home sales 
— delivery by common or contract parcel carriers — rose 
16.7% to $2.1 billion.
  The growth represented a 43% jump in online grocery 
sales at the one-year mark of the COVID-19 pandemic, from 
$6.5 billion in March 2020, Brick Meets Click said. Notably, 
pickup and delivery sales are up nearly 78% over that time 
span, from $4 billion to $7.1 billion, while ship-to-home sales 
are down 16%, from $2.5 billion to $2.1 billion. The change 
quantifies the disruptive impact of the pandemic, which has 
continued to alter the way people purchase 
their groceries, the Barrington, Ill.-based 
strategic advisory firm noted.
  “A year since COVID-19 changed how we live, 
work and shop, online grocery demonstrates 
continued strength and impressive staying 
power,” said David Bishop, partner at 
Brick Meets Click, which focuses on digital 
technology’s impact on food sales and marketing. “The 
monthly active user base remains robust, average order 
values are at similarly elevated levels and order frequency 
has gone up.”
  Conducted March 26-28, the Brick Meets Click/Mercatus 
study polled 1,811 U.S. adults who had made an online 
grocery purchase in the previous 30 days.
  In March, monthly active users made an average of 2.8 
online orders, up from 2.7 in February and 2.5 in March 2020. 
The 12% year-over-year increase in order frequency reflects 
that households were still shopping mainly in physical stores 
until states enacted stay-at-home orders, with California the 
first to do so on March 19, 2020, Brick Meets Click said.
  The average value for delivery and pickup orders rose to 
$84 in March from $82 in February 
and remained virtually unchanged 
from March 2020.
  However, March ship-to-home orders 
decreased 6% to $49 versus a year 
earlier. Brick Meets Click pointed out 
that average order values across all 
the segments already had climbed 
16% to 18% in March 2020 compared 
with pre-pandemic levels.
  Overall, 69.3 million households 
placed one or more online orders 
in March 2021, down 7% from 74.5 
million a year ago.

PICKUP, DELIVERY SPUR MARCH ONLINE GROCERY SALES 
ADVERTISER NEWS
  A Kroger Customer Fulfillment Center in Groveland, 
Fla., has begun making deliveries to customers in the Sun-
shine State as part of its soft opening. The automated ware-
house will eventually not only provide deliveries to residents 
of Florida but also those in southern Alabama and Georgia. 
Kroger does not currently operate any stores in Florida and 
hasn’t announced if it plans to do so… Skinny jeans have 
apparently gone out of fashion and baggy denim is back 
in. “The last denim cycle has been longer than 10 years, 
and it was the skinny jean cycle. We’re definitely seeing 
a lot of uptake on these looser fits, and our competitors 
have all followed it and they’re all seeing the same thing… 
It’s very possible that we’re into a new denim cycle,” said 
Chip Bergh, Levi’s CEO… Kimco Realty is buying rival 
Weingarten Realty Investors for about $3.87 billion. The 
deal, when finalized, will create a company that operates 
550 grocery-anchored shopping centers. Anchor store ten-
ants include Kroger, Whole Foods and Walmart, as well 

as discounters Burlington, Ross Stores and 
TJX… Target is testing a new method to de-
liver online orders in Minneapolis that begins 
with associates picking orders in stores and 
then moving them to the backroom and trans-
ferring them to a sorting center multiple times 
throughout the day. Target then uses technol-
ogy to group packages for the most efficient 

delivery to local neighborhoods using Shipt… Macy’s is 
expanding its off-price Backstage concept – in-store and in 
freestanding locations. The department store retailer plans 
to open 45 in-store Backstage departments this year, Ma-
cy’s chairman and CEO Jeff Gennette. The retailer also 
plans to resume opening freestanding Backstage locations. 
Macy’s launched the off-price banner in fall 2015. Macy’s 
is proceeding with its previously announced plan to close 
about 120 neighborhood stores, with about 60 left to shut-
ter, according to Women’s Wear Daily... The Home De-
pot is expanding its same- and next-day delivery capacity 
across South Florida. The home-improvement retailer has

(Continued on Page 3)
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AVAILS
  WPTZ-NBC5, the Hearst Television-owned NBC affiliate in 
the scenic Burlington, Vt. / Plattsburgh, N.Y. market, is seeking 
a proven Digital Sales Manager to provide 
energized leadership for our digital sales 
initiatives. The ideal candidate possesses a 
passion for new media and enjoys staying up 
to date with its evolution, understands digital 
marketing strategy and thrives in a customer-focused team 
environment. College degree preferred. CLICK HERE to 
apply online. EOE.

  Do you enjoy connecting with local 
business owners, identifying and 
qualifying those that will benefit from a 
robust suite of digital products? Do you 
consider yourself a digital expert with 
a high degree of knowledge? If you 
answered yes, please apply to join the 
best marketing team in Las Vegas. As 
a member of the KLAS 8 News Now 
Digital Solutions team, the Digital 
Sales Specialist II is responsible for 
assisting the sales team in generating 

and growing digital marketing service revenue for the 
company. CLICK HERE for more info or to apply now. EOE.
  KLJB-TV/FOX 18 in Rock Island Ill., seeks an Account 
Executive to sell TV and digital advertising to existing and new 
businesses and agencies. The ideal candidate is coachable 
and goal-oriented with strong interpersonal skills. Are you 
motivated by an excellent product, great compensation and 
working with a talented team? We provide tools for powerful 
multiplatform marketing solutions creating partnerships, 
retaining and growing our client base. You provide sales 
ability, positive attitude, client focus and a desire to WIN! If 
you want to work for the best, CLICK HERE to apply.

See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.

ACCOUNT ACTIONS
  Hershey Co. has picked Horizon Media as the agency 
of record for its U.S. confectionary business, in a blow to 
Interpublic Group of Cos.’ UM, which won Hershey’s global 
media planning and buying business in 2013. Dentsu’s 
Accordant Media, which had also handled certain digital 
duties, is no longer working on Hershey’s media business. 
Ad Age reports the six-month review covered all paid media, 
including linear, digital, social, programmatic and retailer, 
for the company’s U.S. candy, mint and gum businesses, 
including brands such as Hershey’s, Ice Breakers, Jolly 
Rancher, Reese’s and Twizzlers. According to the Ad Age 
Datacenter, Hershey was the 113th largest advertiser in the 
U.S. in 2019, with total domestic ad spending up 7.3% to 
$432 million... The Home Depot has selected a new creative 
agency of record. The Atlanta-based home improvement 
chain will be working with BBDO on creative campaigns 
moving forward, Ad Age reports. BBDO replaces The 
Richards Group, with whom Home Depot parted ways in 
October. Earlier this year, Home Depot appointed OMD its 
media agency of record. Home Depot spent $1.1 billion on 
advertising for the year ended February 2020, a 3% increase 
over the prior year, according to Ad Age, which ranks the 
chain as the 43rd largest advertiser in the U.S.

NIELSEN TO NETWORKS: NO AUDIT NECESSARY
  Nielsen has turned down a demand by its network and 
distributor clients for an independent audit of the way it 
measured TV viewing during the pandemic, saying its 
system is already thoroughly audited by the Media Rating 
Council, Next TV reports.
  The VAB, the trade group representing much of the 
broadcast and cable industry, claims the number of homes 
in Nielsen’s sample panel shrunk by 20% during the 
pandemic and that resulted in an undercount of people 
using television.
  Nielsen maintains that the shrinkage 
in its sample — resulting from not being 
able to visit sample homes in person — 
did not significantly impact its viewership 
numbers. And it said it has been clear 
with the VAB and its clients what steps 
it took during the pandemic to handle its 
sample homes and keep the quality of its 
estimates consistent.
  “Third party auditing has always been 
a vital part of serving as the industry 
currency and our products undergo 
a comprehensive audit process with the Media Rating 
Council (MRC) on an annual basis. Nielsen’s existing 
MRC audit process exists to ensure confidence and trust 
in the audience estimates we produce,” Nielsen said in a 
statement.
  “We have been clear and transparent with the MRC and 
our clients on every change in protocol we needed to make 
during COVID to keep our people and panelists safe. The 
decisions we made adhered to Federal, State and Local 
government guidelines as well as at the recommendation of 
medical experts,” the ratings company said.

SMI: U.S. AD SPENDING SURGES 22% IN MARCH
  In the first month to reflect a year-over-year comparison 
with the beginning of the COVID-19-related ad recession, 
national ad spending expanded 22% in March vs. the same 
month last year.
  The data, which is derived from Standard Media Index’s 
core database representing 90% of U.S. national ad 
spending, is a significant lagging indicator that the U.S. ad 
industry is back on a firm footing, and then some. March’s 
22% expansion compares with a 13% contraction in March 
2020, which was the first month to reflect U.S. lockdowns 
related to the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as a rapid halt to 
ad spending in many ad categories.
  It also compares with a 7% year-over-year increase in 
national ad spending in March 2019, indicating the U.S. ad 
industry is now expanding faster than its normalized base.
  While SMI has not yet disclosed March 2021 data for 
other media, it provided MediaPost with a glimpse of TV ad 
spending, which shows demand for national TV ad inventory 
has also rebounded, though this year’s 13% gain does not 
yet offset March 2020’s 17% decline.
  Nonetheless, the finding is a significant signal for TV 
networks as they begin preparing for the 2021-22 upfront 
advertising season.
  While prior year data was not available at presstime, SMI’s 
update indicates U.S. digital ad spending expanded 27% in 
March vs. the same month last year.
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Standard Media Index

National ad spending grew 
22% in March vs. the same 
month last year, which saw 

a contraction of 13%.
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KANTAR: HBO MAX TOPS IN QUARTERLY SUBS
  HBO Max signed up the most new subscribers in the quarter 
ending in March as total U.S. streaming video subscribers 
neared a quarter billion, according to Kantar.
  HBO Max has 14% of the new signups for paid streaming 
services, down from 19.2% in the December quarter, when 
it was also No 1. 
  The launch ViacomCBS’s Paramount+ and Discovery’s 
Discovery+ were responsible for most of the more 
established services having a smaller share of new signups.
  Paramount+ accounted for 11.8% of new signups (more 

than all but HBO Max and Amazon 
Prime Video) and Discovery+ had 7.7%.
  Overall, Kantar said that 7% of U.S. 
households signed up for a new SVOD 
subscription in the quarter and that the 
total number of subscriptions was at 241 
million at the end of March.
  HBO is not just winning new subscribers, 
it’s also dramatically increasing the 
advocacy rates of its subscriber base 
at the same time, Sunnebo said. When 
HBO Max launched in 2020 its Net 

Promoter Score (a measure of subscriber advocacy) was 
the 10th highest in the SVOD market. It is now No. 2.
  Kantar noted that the average number of SVOD subscriptions 
in each U.S. household continues to rise, hitting 3.8 in the 
first quarter, up from 3.3 a year ago.
  At the same time, households that plan to cancel at least 
one SVOD subscription in the next three months rose to 
24.9%, up from 20.5% the previous quarter and 23.2% a 
year ago.

NIELSEN’S BROWN LEAVING FOR EXPERIAN
  Scott Brown, the head of Nielsen’s audience measurement 
product, is leaving to join Experian, MediaPost reports.
  The move comes as Nielsen is grappling with a variety of 
new challenges, including charges from the TV industry that 
the quality of its ratings samples have deteriorated during 
the pandemic. It also comes as Nielsen is losing another 
senior audience measurement executive, Kelly Abcarian, 
who is leaving to join Roku.
  Brown, who joined Nielsen in 2009 from KPMG, has served 
as Nielsen head of product-audience measurement for the 
past two years. He previously was its CTO and head of 
product development for the researcher, which increasingly 
has had to develop technological solutions to measure 
media audiences as the technology of media changes.
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Another wooden ball. 
Would it kill the makers 
of avocados to include a 
different toy, like a mood 
ring or a novelty eraser?

SATURDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY

USE ART & SCIENCE TO LEAD YOUR SALES TEAM
  Your reps may have a fight-or-flight response when the sales 
process doesn’t go their way. To maintain rep resilience, sales 
managers must engage in the 
right art and science aspects of 
leadership.
  The science part of leadership concerns numbers, says 
Rishad Tobaccowala, author of Restoring the Soul 
of Business: Staying Human in the Age of Data and a 
recent Manage Smarter podcast guest. If your reps are 
avoiding reaching out to difficult prospects, especially in a 
virtual selling environment, you may need 
to provide incentives to motivate them to 
make quota. If you reward reps with a 
day off or a bonus when they successfully 
close a deal via a new selling method, 
other team members will notice and your 
scientific approach will succeed.  
  But to be an effective leader, to be the 
person your team looks up to, you must 
master the art of sales management. Start 
with being capable. Your team expects 
you to have their backs. If you’re not able 
to clear up internal problems, such as fixing the CRM, find a 
new way to get it done.
  Your reps also need inspiration. They know what their 
numbers are. What they need to hear is how what they’re 
selling will make a difference in a customer’s life. You’re the 
person who should be building them up every day. Draw on 
your empathy to help you artfully increase engagement and 
boost team motivation.
  Source: SalesFuel - Manage Smarter.

THIS AND THAT
  Warner Bros./Legendary’s Godzilla vs. Kong monster 
mash continued its domestic box office rule, adding an 
estimated $7.7 million across 3,000 screens through the April 
17 weekend to bring its North American total to $80.5 million 
through three pandemic weekends. The number is even 
more impressive considering most theaters are operating at 
50% capacity and the movie has been available to HBO Max 
subscribers since its theatrical debut. The movie has topped 
$350 million in worldwide box office receipts.

ADVERTISER NEWS
(Continued from Page 1)
opened three new supply chain facilities in the Florida 
municipalities of West Palm Beach, Miami, and Fort Myers. 
The company intends for the centers to provide faster delivery 
options to customers in the South Florida region, and plans 
to open two additional Miami distribution centers in 2022. 
Together, these five facilities are expected to create more 
than 150 new full- and part-time jobs across South Florida… 
Amazon has disclosed that its Prime membership base has 
topped 200 million worldwide. The e-commerce behemoth 
last week revealed the tally in founder/CEO Jeff Bezos’ final 
letter to shareholders. Amazon, which is secretive about its 
Prime subscriber numbers, last disclosed such data at around 
150 million members in 2020. Prime membership costs $119 
annually. The SVOD, which is available separately, now 
exceeds 200 million subs, making it on par with Netflix’s 
203+ million subs globally at the end of 2020.
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